2018 Korea-ASEAN Media Contest Application Form
Please UPLOAD your work to the Internet (YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, etc.)
and SEND us the Internet link to the work with this form filled.
 Email to: kor_asean@mofa.go.kr
<Basic Information>
Name
Birthdate(YYYY/MM/DD)

Nationality

Current City of Residence
Organization (Occupation)
Address
<Contact information>
- Email

:

- Mobile :

(ex) +62-811-1234-1234

- SNS account (Twitter or Facebook) :

<Works related information>
Participating Area

Video

Picture

Title
Length (mins secs) (video only)

Main Location

Brief Explanation of works
(motivation, intentions, etc.)

Source of information about
this contest:
(ex) Twitter, Homepage…

* Every participant is supposed to be a follower of Korean Mission

- Twitter: @ROKASEAN1989
- Facebook: @rokasean2012

[Requirements]
1. Languages of works must be English.
2. (Video only) Length of video is 3 minutes or so.
3. Winners are supposed to provide files of works.
- For videos, Preferred format is HD 1280*720 pixels, with aspect ratio of 16:9. Acceptable
file formats is .mp4. Acceptable codecs are H.264(MP4).
- For pictures, 5 million pixels or more
4. All works must be original creation and free from any copyright issue. For example, if
participant utilizes any materials from third party, such as music, sound effects, pictures,
he/she shall make sure that the used materials are free from any copyright problem. In this
regard, participant shall be responsible for all the copyright related problems.
5. By submitting video/picture, participant immediately agrees with Korean mission’s
utilizing those works anytime for free of charge. Those utilizations are limited to
promotion of relations between Korea and ASEAN.
6. Participant shall make sure that he/she has never won prize with the submitted work or part
of it to any other competitive event.

[Judging Criteria]
1. Judges are invited by Korean mission, and judges will be guided to judge works based on
criteria as below:
(Video) Creativity / Expression of theme / Inspirational ability / Technical ability
(Picture) Uniqueness / Overall impression / Clarity of message / Visual appeal
2. In principle, submitted works will be judged exclusively by judges. Number of LIKES or
hits may be referred by individual judges, but it does not belong to official criteria.
“I hereby represent that I understand requirements and judging criteria which apply to the
contest. By signing below, I also agree that Korean Mission to ASEAN collects information
stated above including my private information and certify that those statements are true and
correct. Thus, I agree that a false statement may disqualify me for participation.”

Signature(required)

